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  The Animal Project is a 501(c)(3) non-profit animal rescue and adoption group in New York City, working in and around the Upper West Side. It has been run by Carol Moon and volunteers for over 15 years. We are partnered with the Petco Foundation and are dedicated to finding wonderful homes for cats, kittens and sometimes the occasional rabbit. In 2022 alone, we helped find permanent homes for over 150 cats thanks to wonderful New Yorkers like you.























  
  






  View our current list of available pets looking for homes.







  
    Donate
  





 






  Upcoming Events
Join us for our weekly adoption events every Saturday at Petco from 2-6pm.
Petco is located at 2475 Broadway at the corner of West 92nd Street.
Can’t make it? Please email us at animalprojectnyc@gmail.com if you’re interested in adopting one of our available pets.
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  Volunteer
Volunteer your time to help save lives!
Learn More →
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  foster
Can you open your home to a cat in need?
Find Out How →
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                  [image: Scaramouche! (Aka Mouchy) 💖   This gorgeous young female cat, Scaramouche, was abandoned in a carrier at Highbridge Park on March 20th. (Swipe to see pics of where she was found)  In her foster home, she was acting sooo mean and pretending to be fer]
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                  [image: It&rsquo;s time for our weekly adoption event!  Every Saturday at Petco on 92/Bway. 2-6pm  Come meet Hunter, Cider &amp; Maize, Lilly &amp; Nikki, Edward, and our newest rescue pictured here, Scaramouche!]
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                  [image: This is the Adorable Edward!! Rescued from a home in Long Island he lived quite a tangled life. He is a fairly young boy, probably younger than 3, but was never neutered and was allowed to have a lot of&hellip;. Relations&hellip; with his sister 😩 h]
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                  [image: Weekly Adoption Event happening today!! Petco 92/Bway from 2-6pm. Come meet some of our rescues, make a donation, or just hang out! We would love to see you!!]
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                  [image: This handsome boy is Taki. He was rescued from the streets by a very kind hearted Good Samaritan- the last slide will show his condition at rescue, he was not doing well! They took him in, cleaned him up, and got him some great vet care. This poor ca]
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                  [image: 💛 ☁️ SKYE ☁️ 💛   This golden boy is a 5-6 month old kitten who is FeLV positive (feline leukemia). He is precious and sweet. Still a little shy, but he purrs quickly when petted and held. He is alone in a small cage, the only space available for hi]
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                  [image: Newly rescued family Mama Barley and her little beans! Mama is 1yr or younger, and Lentil, Sprout, Bean, and Potato are her adorable 6 week old kittens! They will be available for adoption in around 2-3 weeks.   Lentil has a very loud heart murmur wh]
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                  [image: Adoptable, adorable duo Banjo &amp; Viola! Must go together!]
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                  [image: Adoptable, Adorable duo Mandolin &amp; Sitar! Must go together!]
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